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300 Northwest
Dehators Compete
Over MAW
Over 300 visitors from 25 Northwest colleges and universities are
on campus today for the 33rd
Annual Tyro Speech Tournament.
Speakers will compete in debate,
oratory, interpretative reading,
impromptu, and extempore
speaking. Schools will vie for
the coveted sweepsteaks trophy.

POSING with the bear in Saroyan's play are Pat Garber and
Mike Kuntz.

Bear Wrestling, Love Triangle Found in Play
Penniless ex-actors take refuge in an abandoned theater
in William Saroyan's play, "The Cave Dwellers," which opens
a hree-night stand Thursday, Feb. 29, at 8 p.m. in Jones
I-Tall auditorium at the University of Puget Sound. The performances are complimentary to the public.
The setting of the old theater
is familiar to the characters since
they had been previously connected in one way or another with the
stage.

The King was a clown,

the Queen an actress. The Duke
was a fighter,
Roles are played by Deborah
Shaw (the Queen), Dale Carlson (the Ring), Craig Haines
(the Duke), Mike Kuntz (Gorky), and Pat Garber (the Girl).
Bob Countryman is cast as the
demolition crew boss, while Les
Sousley plays the father. Colleen
Smith is the mother and Mike
Price portrays the boy. Tami
Szerlip is assistant director. The
cast also includes Henry Jack-

son, Candi Campbell and Becky
Sprang.
The play presents several poignant themes. The Duke s efforts in learning to wrestle the
bear, in order to provide income
for the group, are moving, as are
the complications arising from a
love triangle consisting of the
Girl, the Duke and the boy, a
mute miljcman.
Thomas Manning who directs
the University Players in Saroy an's play, says that the drama is
"about love." Further, one critic
describes Saroyan as a 'poet with
a loving heart who sings of the
lowly of the human race. No matter what pitiful, shabby corner
he pries into, he finds beauty
there."

The term "Tyro" means inexperienced and is actually a misnomer for the tournament. The
Tyro division includes all Frosh
and Sophomores as well as upperclassmen with no previous experience in intercollegiate forensics. There is also a senior division for those with considerable
tournament participation.
There will be three preliminary
rounds of competition in each
of the individual speaking events.
Six contestants will be selected
from each division of each event
to compete in the finals on Saturday afternoon. Trophies will be
awarded to the first, second, and
third place winners at an assembly in Jones Auditorium at 5:00
p.m. Saturday.
Debate Topic
Debaters will be considering
the topic "Resolved, that the Federal Government should guarantee
a minimum annual cash income
to all citizens." Each team ml.Lst
be able to defend both sides of
the question, a very challenging
task on this year's question. Tyro
division debaters will use the standard Oxford style. Cross-examinatin style will be used by senior
division debaters.
Representing UPS will be Dixon Rice, Jim Halstead, Alan
Kiest, Carolyn Emigh, Scott Foster, Kath Williams, Carol Parcheta, Art Weatherly and others.
Participating Schools
Schools of all sizes will be participating: WSU, OSU, PLU,
Western Washington, Whitworth,
Seattle Pacific, Gonzaga, Eastern
Washington, Portland State, Lewis and Clark, Linfield, Willamette, Oregon College of Education,
Centralia, Yakima Valley, Grays
Harbor, Cascade, TCC, Pacific
Univ. and the University of Oregon, defending champion.
Many tournaments hosted by
other schools are run by professors or visiting coaches. However,
the UPS tournament is directed
by our own students under the
supervision of Miss Reiher. Event
directors for this lou rnarnent are
Craig Haioes. ,Jim 1)avenport,
Gail Smith. I.iii Warnick, Ardvs
To rrey, Va! K oecht. Ccl leen
Smith, and Christie Peterson.

In his home, Haley ponders Tacoma's troubles.

Fred Haley Discusses
Integration at Chapel
Mr. Fred Haley,, president and
general manager of the Brown
and Haley Company, will speak
at University Chapel February
29 at 11:00 am. on "Integration
and the Schools."
The problem of integrating the
public schools is a very crucial
issue in our society. The speaker
at next week's Chapel has worked
very closely with this situation
in the city of Tacoma.
He was a member of the Tacoma School Board for 11 years,
including two terms as chairman,
a position from which he resigned in the summer of 1965.
During his years on the School
Board, Mr. Haley 'worked toward the elimination of de facto
segregation of Negroes, a problem which he considers one of the
most serious in present-day education. Fred Haley firmly believes
that the integration - of schools
has a deeper implication than that
of race alone. To him, integration is an "educationally valid
situation."
Haley's absorption in the
area of race relations and edu-

cation extends beyond his work
with the Tacoma School Board.
He is presently a member of the
Washington State Board Against
Discrimination, the Washington
State Advisory Committee of the
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights.
and the Regional Board of the
National Council on Christians
and Jews. He is also on the Advisory Committee of the Washington Chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union, and is the
Washington State representative
on the National Committee for
Support of the Public Schools.
As an international traveler and
an ardent integrationalist, Mr.
Haley is intensely involved in
working to bring about the fulfillment of one of his cherished
desires - that of giving every
child in our multi-racial society
and world the opportunity of
being educated. He and his family
have traveled and lived in foreign
countries. His Tacoma home has
been referred to as a "local international house" because French
governesses and Tahitian and
Chinese students are often made
part of the 'family.

Calendar of Events
Friday, Feb. 23
UPS at PORTLAND STATE—basketball
Swimming—UPS at USC
Last day for satisfactory withdrawal
Tyro Speech Tournament
Sophomore Class All School Dance
Campus Film "Arabesque"
High School Basketball Tournament
Wrestling—SPC at UPS
Saturday, Feb. 24
Tyro Speech Tournament
Swimming—UPS at SIMON FRASER
Campus Film "Arabesque"
Monday, Feb. 26
ASB Elections begin
Tuesday, Feb. 27
PLU at UPS—basketball
Central Board
Wednesday, Feb. 28
Lecture by State Superintendent of Physical
Education
Thursday, Feb. 29
Drama Department presents "Cave Dwellers,"
8 l).m., Jones Hall
Friday, March 1
Petitions due—ASB office
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EDITORIALS
TRAIL AIMS
Aims and purposes of the Trail:
To reflect the academic, intellectual and
cultural aspects of the University primarily;
to cover topics of vital concern to the present
and the future of the University; to report on
activities of the various organizations and
university departments (including sports) so
as to inform of coming events and to cover
past events; to create an effective soundingboard for movements and proposals which
affect the university community; to report
on social and Greek news as it concerns the
campus as a whole; to present a well-organized paper of high journalistic standards as
a campus weekly; and finally, to act as a
catalyst for issues and controversy in order
to stimulate discussion and concern appropriate to a university community.
Last semester I was one of four persons
who criticized the Trail at the December 5
Central Board meeting. Now, as editor, I
hope to carry out some of the ideas presented to the Publications Committee during its
subsequent investigation of the quality and
content of the publication. Printed here, for
example, are the recommended aims and purposes of the rrrail that were suggested to
the committee and which were approved by
Central Board. While realizing that complications will arise in trying to fulfill these
rather generalized objectives, I feel the statement is a logical starting point for a campus
newspaper.
In my opinion the Trail is a student publication, and it should remain as such. I
oppose a class situation for the Trail because
I feel it would limit editorial freedom. Above
all, I hope to maintain the independence of
this newspaper, both from the Associated
Student Body, and from the Administration.
This does not mean the Trail will be irresponsible but that it will be free to criticize,
and to praise, when and where such criticism
and praise are appropriate. Not all of the
material printed in this paper will necessarily
be the opinion of the Editor, but I uphold
the policy of presenting divergent views
whether or not they are complimentary to
the individual, organization or movement
in question.
In sum, Trail policy for this semester will
be aimed at maintaining diversity within a
framework of high journalistic standards.
—G. A.
Front Page Ad
Note: I hate to admit that there are
some aspects of the paper which are beyond
my power to change. But it is true. I am
referring in particular to the advertisement
found on the front page of the TRAIL. A
contract was signed last semester guaranteeing a front page position and the party concerned is loathe to relinquish the advantageous spot which his ad holds. And while it
is an affront to all journalistic standards, the
fact remains that a contract has been made.
We are presently working for a change in
the agreement, but for the time being extenuating circumstances keep the ad where

it is. My hope is that, whether or not the
ad remains on the front page, the TRAIL
will be improved in other respects and that
this particular deficiency will become a minor
consideration.—G. A.

'National Brotherhood Week'
The First Methodist Church held a
"Brotherhood Concert" on Sunday February
18 in honor of "National Brotherhood Week"
which is just now concluding. It is my opinion that much of what passes as "genuine
brotherly feeling" is merely a cover-up for
hypersensitive hypocrites who are trying to
assuage their guilt feelings. Not that the supporters of the "Brotherhood Concert" at the
Methodist Church are hypocritical, but I
am wondering what would have been the reaction of the congregation if Tom Lehrer's
song rendition of "National Brotherhood
Week" had been played during the service.
Lehrer has a twist for , making people laugh
at themselves, and perhaps we all need to
laugh a little at our own short-comings. At
lease the hypocrites should recognize themselves as such. For this reason, the text of
Lehrer's parody is printed here so that all
the "conscience-assuaged" and the "normal"
individuals can reassess their own reactions
to "National Brotherhood Week" in the
privacy of their reading habits.—G. A.
"Oh, the white folks hate the black folks,
And the black folks hate the white folks To hate all but the right folks is an old established rule.
But during National Brotherhood Week,
National Brotherhood Week,
Leana Home and Sheriff Clark are dancing cheek to cheek.
It's fun to eulogize
People you despise,
As long as you don't let them in your schopi.
"Oh, the poor folks hate the rich folks,
and the rich folks hate the poor folks All of my folks hate all of your folks; it's as
American as apple pie.
But during National Brotherhood Week,
National Brotherhood Week,
New Yorkers love the Puerto Ricans,
cuz it's very chic.
Step right up and shake the hand
Of someone you can't stand,
You can tolerate them if you try.
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In concluding, I would say that
Dear Editor,
In answer to Mr. Ohare's corn- Mr. O'Hare has very good ideas
mentary on the recent show of and intentions, but he should
student art at the Kittredge Gal- choose his words more carefully.
ery, I would like to say that he —M. G. Franklin
showed very good timing in the
release of his opinion. He provided healthy controversy within
the art department itself and also
motivated at least part of the
Dear Editor:
student body to view the exhibit.
Every student on this campus
However, I do not recall seeknows what grades can do for
ing in the Trail such criticism of
him. Perhaps not quite so many
past shows that were held this
know what grades can do against
year. It would seem to the stuhim. Grades can send you to Viet
dents of art that Mr. -011are had
Nam, get you a deferment, get
reserved his literary talent for
you an occupational deferment
the showing of student work. Is
and a number of other things
this fair? Undoubtedly there will
which help in ways other than
be many different reactions to
with your draft board.
this question, but I also ask Mr.
An outstanding friend of mine
O'Hare what examples of work
and fellow Student Body officer,
he assumed to have extravagant or
one Mr. Bob Solie, has proven
mediocre color, in short, bad qualhimself academically capable.
ities. It is very easy to point out
However, last semester Bob had a
qualities one likes in art; and I
streak of mediocre-to-poor luck
might add that Mr. O'Hare did a
with his grades. As such, one of
very good job in this. He showed
the most capable and hard-workexcellent taste for what he knows
ing delegates-at-large I feel the
and likes. On the other hand, it
student body office has ever
is much harder to give compariknown, is disqualified for office
sons and to talk about them in
this semester. Without a doubt,
an intelligent manner. I notice
it is the Associated Students who
that he fell a little short of critical
bear the loss, not Mr. Solie, who
goals in his attempt to give these
can overcome a slight handicap
comparisons.
of one semester's poor luck.
What does Mr. O'Hare mean
Few people outside the student
when he talks about Don Nelson's
body office know- of his ability
show, "Although many of his creto use tact and psychology to get
ations are of low quality, Mr.
the job done when other, not so
Nelson reveals some fine talent?"
tactful people in charge above
If one analyzes his statement it
him, failed.
amounts to little more than a
You win a few, you lose a few.
contradiction.
—Dave Neiser

Grades and
Students

I

"Oh, the Protestants hate the Catholics,
And the Catholics hate the Protestants And the Hindus hate the Moslems, and
everybody hates the Jews.
But during National Brotherhood Week,
National Brotherhood Week,
It's "National Everyone Smile at one
Anotherhood Week."
Be nice to people who
Are inferior to you It's only for a week, so have no fear Just be grateful that it doesn't last all year."

r

-

•

__________
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Reviewleno Africa
George Obiozor, an African student attending UPS, will be
writing a series of reviews for the TRAIL on books dealing with
African themes. His desire to inform students on this campus of
some of the thought patterns related to Africa is heartily welcomed,
and the staff of the TRAIL feels that his reviews will add not only
to the quality of the paper but also to the edification of students and
fac&ty. In this first article, George has outlined the problem as he
sees it and states how he hopes to enlighten readers through "an
African viewpoint."—Editor.
By George Obiozor
African thought patterns are not easy to comprehend, even among
Africans themselves. Major writings on Africa are of recent origin.
In the early days African history was perpetuated only by oral transmission, "from father to son and from one generation to another."
This made early studies on Africa difficult and painstaking. Nevertheless the result has been enormously successful and encouraging.
I estimate that my reviews of some major books dealing with
the cultural background of African life will assist interested students.
The reviews will stress cultural impact and traditional orientations
at work in emergent Africa. Africa is a continent of contrast, cast
and varied, and anybody is well advised to see things as far as his
eyes can reach and equally interpret his own understanding to do
good to himself and to others.
The African ballet "Les ballets Africains" recently presented in
Seattle is a good example of the difficulties that confront students
of African studies. Several friends who saw the ballet approved
it only to the extent that it was an evening's entertainment, while
many African students will agree that the ballet was more than an
evening's entertainment. The ballet had a strong cultural and traditional significance. Every dance or song performed had a unique
meaning to the African world. Thus, while some people were excited
about the functional aspect of it, others looked at the sentimental
appeal the ballet made in relation to the history of the African
,

Prof. Sibley Opens Second Annual
Spring Literary Arts Festival
resulting from an awareness of
being 'Free by a world of marsh
that borders a world of sea.'"
Though the movement to this
point has been indirect, now there
they
is no return to the woods
remain to the west, while "The
world lies east
Summing up the meaning of
the poem, Sibley said:
"The live oaks and the dark
represent man's physical life; the
marsh and the dawn, death; the
sea and full light, spiritual exisman's physical life,
tence
through death, merges into spiritual existence."
To illutrate the images of the
poem, Sibley brought in the "picture" aspect of his presentation
by rereading Lanier's work accompanied by slides 'taken from
Mose Daniels' "The Marshes of
Glynn" by Sidney Lanier: A

Monday Marks Start
ASB Election Campaign

'San Francisco
Here We Come...'

Next Monday the annual ASB
Election Campaign will begin
with the issuance of Petitions to
prospective candidates.
The elections will decide the
new members of Central Board:
President, 1st Vice President, 2nd
Vice President, Secretary, 3 delegates-at-large, the four Class
Senators, Independent Womens'
and Mens' Dorm Representatives.
The new AWS Officers, as well
as the new Song Girls and Rally.
Squad will also be elected.

7.:

The Election Schedule is as
follows:

'

George Obiozor

Monday, February 26
Petitions out at 9 am. Pick up in
ASB Office, Room 205 SC.
-

This, too, is the case of books on Africa, especially the ones
written by Africans themselves. Each book has a native appeal. The
reasons for this are simple and clear. Africa and Africans have been
defined by others in the past. Today Africans are out to define
themselves and Africa as well. And this is mainly what African
native writers try to do. They want to tell the story about themselves
and their world. They stress their great and rich cultural heritage,
glorify their past and romanticize their struggles for nation building.
There are many prophetic individuals among these new writers,
and there are poets of intelligence well above the average. The titles
they choose for some of their books speak for themselves. Such is perfectly true of books like, "Let My People Go ..... "No Longer at
Ease," "The Man Of His People," "The Challenge of Africa," etc.
The interpreters of African writers who have doggedly held with
mulish obstinancy that cultural obstacles are inevitable, have handicapped their thorough understanding of the African world. Thus
the African has listened to different doctors and prophets declare
his doom with exceeding calm. As Jean-Paul Sartre has pointed out,
"The African has been looked at without looking back for too long.
all
He has been talked about, analyzed, put under a microscope
his ills diagnosed." The problem is not that the interpreters are
asked to stop, but that it is equally important for the outside world
to stop and listen to what the African has to say. The African has
begun to look to the rest of the world; to talk back to it, and attempt
to define himself and his world.
The Africans are aware of their recent past, the transition of
their present and the image of their future. An African leader put
it this way, "we are braced to face and conquer the challenge of the
future." It is such statements that can embarrass the people who
do not know much of our past and know little of our present. But
there is no doubt that the enormous effort of African elites it to make
the African presence felt.
Each book puts the reader on the spot, "here is Africa, read
and tell your people."
The next issue will publish a review of a major book "Things
Fall Apart" by Chinua Acheh', perhaps Africa's greatest novelist and
prophetic writer, with emphasis on culture and tradition.
,

Photographic Interpretation (19-

Professor Francis M. Sibley's
presentation of "The Marshes of
Glynn: Poem, Picture and Song"
on Feb. 14 was a fitting opener
for the English Department-sponsored "Spring Literary Arts Festival."
Combining the three art forms
of poetry, photography and music, Sibley showed how effective
and interesting an integration of
materials can be. He first gave a
short biography, of Sidney Lanier who wrote the poem "The
Marshes of Glynn" in 1878, and
then he described Glynn county
from which the images in the poem are derived.
In explicating the poem Sibley
described the physical movement
from the deep woods through the
marshes to the open sea. "The
emergence from the woods is accompanied by a sense of euphoria

Friday, March 1
Petitions
due back in ASB Office at 3
p.m.
-

Sunday, March 3
Campaign
Posters up after 2 p.m.

-

.

-

The San Francisco Social Concerns Seminar will be celebrating
its fourth birthday this April, as
40 University men arid women
gather to attempt to understand
the problems of being human in
the city.
They will live as a community
within the Frisco community and
will commit their hours to talks
with police, former gang leaders,
avant-garde church workers, city
officials and many individual citizens of San Francisco. They
will observe first hand many
problems of the city and seek to
understand what actions have
been and are being taken to alleviate them.
The returning students may, as
in past years, form a distinct
group on the UPS campus, or
they may merge with other

49). Daniels, originally from
Glvnn County, returned to Georgia after reading Lanier's poem
and captured on film his impressions of the live-oak forest, the
sand-beach. the terminal sea. and
of course, the marshes of Glvnn.
The last part of the program
entailed the singing of a choral
work arranged by Josenh W. Clokey (1940) Clokev took the text
of "The Marshes of Glynn." and
with a few revisions, represented
the movement and the sensory aspects of the poem's images in
song. As a group of 12 students
and professors sang Clokey's arrangement a capella, the slides
were again shown.
The result was a visual, auditory and aesthetic assault on the
senses which was by no means
unenjoyable.

groups to disseminate information about and to become involved in Tacoma problems. Hopefully, they will return as individuals more aware of society's ulcers, the stop-gap atempts to ignore the sickness and the truly
long range plans to live with
those ulcers which will not heal.
The Social Concerns seminar
is a springboard helping its members first of all to gain insight
and secondly, to become concerned for human beings who are the
foundation and the structure of
society.

-

Monday, March 4, through
CandiWednesday, March 6
dates take the required ASUPS
Constitution Test from 9 am.
until 3 p.m. in ASB Office (205
SC.)
-

Tuesday, March 5—ASB Elections Convocation at 10 a.m. in
Jones Hall Auditorium. ALL
candidates make speeches except
candidates for President and for
Rally.

Tuesday, March 12 & Wednesday, March 13
Final Elections
from 9 am. to 4 p.m. Voting Machines will be in basement of
Jones Hall and in North Dining
Hall of the Student Center.
Wednesday, March 13
Winners will be announced at Elections Banquet at 5 p.m. in the
Student Center.
-

-

-

Wednesday, March 6
ASB
Candidates Banquet at 5 p.m.
in the Student Center. Following
dinner the Rally Candidates put
on skits and Candidates for Song
Leader will dance. Speeches by
Presidential Candidates will be
given.
-

Thursday, March 7 & Friday,
March 8
Primary Elections
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Voting
Machines will be in basement of
Jones Hall and in the North Dining Hall of the Student Center.
-

Friday, March 8
Primary
Election results will be posted
in Student Center at 5 p.m.
-

~6
6'n
The Seattle Symphony Orchestra
—Milton Katims, Music Director and Conductor
through the cooperation of the

Olympia Brewing Company

OLYMPIA OFF-CAMPUS CONCERT
SUNDAY, MARCH 3, 1968 3 P.M.
SEATTLE OPERA HOUSE
SUNK SOOK LEE, Soprano
Young Prize-Winning Korean Coloratura
"Star of the Future"
Tickets available at the Opera House Box Office
Boxes $3.25, Loges and Main Floor $2.25, Balcony $1.75
NO RESERVED SEATS
Popular prices . . . informal dress
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Today Marks Deadline
For AWS Petitions
Associated Women Student
elections began Feb. 19 and all
girls having petitions should turn
them in to Kathy Schiller, AWS
president, today.
Anyone running for president
of vice-president must be a junior
or senior during their term of
office and must have been a
member of the AWS cabinet for
nine months prior to their election.
The positions of treasurer, secretary, publicity, social, and faculty-relations chairmen may be
either sophomores, juniors or seniors in their term. The following dates are important:
Feb. 25 Posters up in SUB
Mar. 4 Candidates introduced
at girls' living group meetings

—Photo by G:,ry Eddy

CAROL OLSEN beams as she is crowned Co-ed Colonel at
the annual Air Force ROTC Military Ball February 17.

ASB PRESIDENT EXPOUNDS ON
VALUES OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT
By Clay Loges
The ASB Electons are just a
few weeks in the offing and we
should all like to see many representatives and qualified leaders in contention for the positions.
There are students on this
campus who are qualified to become involved in student government, but too often they fail
to see the value in running for
office. I personally feel that the
greatest value of student gJvernment is received by those students participating most directly
in the system. Of course the most
obvious merits are learning to
accept responsibility and maturing. Both of these values are
gained from the idealistic outlook of the college student being
tempered with the realities of
life. These realities being: disappointment, frustration, concrete
set-backs, rejected ideas, as well
as learning how difficult it is to
organize and institute one's own
ideas or 1)rograms.
Learning Experiences
These learning experiences cost
in time and effort, but they are
not to be found in books or classrooms and they will prove to be
invaluable in just a few short
years. In addition, one learns to
reason and work with others on
a level not usually encountered
until after leaving college.
The most pleasing value derived from student government is
the satisfaction of not taking the
head-in-the-sand attitude to the
responsibilities of student citizenship. After all, anyone can be a
chronic complainer but it requires
something more to be a consistent, responsible leader and worker. There is also a satisfaction
from serving in a position through
which you can benefit others as
well as yourself.
However no one benefits, if
the leaders don't do their jobs.
Those students planning to run
for offices should have qualifications that indicate their ability to
work with others in an effective
manner. Positions of leadership
mean nothing if they are not used
effectively and responsibly. Furthermore, candidates should be

Mar. 7, 8 AWS elections (no
primary)

WONDERFUL
OLD-STYLE
GERMAN FOOD

Mar. 8 New president announced at 5 p.m. in SUB
Apr. 23 Other new officers announced at AWS spring banquet
All candidates are reminded
that they may have only two

The Bavarian
204 North K at Division
MA 7-5010
Visit Our

signs, except for presidential candidates who may have three. Stu-

RATHSKELLER

dent body regulations should be

German Beverages Served

followed for the size of signs.

YELLOW CAB

ready to present realistic ideas
that will benefit the students
within the next year. Anyone
running for ASB President should
be required and expected to spend
a minimum of two months of their
summer in Tacoma. Other ASB
officers should attempt to do likewise. This summer residence requirements is small, but very important, in the upcoming elections.

OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

1121

RIALTO BARBER SHOP

.-

Joe Narducci,
and Associates

Hair Styling - Razor Cutting
BR 2-9232

AU You Need Is Love

313 South Ninth Street, Tacoma

After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store, He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

JOSE'S

TACO.
I

Taco Burger

with cheese, lettuce, tomato
and dressing

REGISTERED

ak

REGULAR 50c

DIAMOND RINGS

1 O Drink of Your Choice

I

Now 400
BELAIR $625. ALSO $250. TO 2100. WEDDING RING DO.

L --------------- J
CALL IN YOUR ORDER

PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETAIL.
TRADEMARK BEG. A. H. POND CUR PAN0. INC , ESTABLISHED 1892

--

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

T'S READY WHEN YOU
ARRIVE!

C

Please send new 20-page booklet, How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's BOok.

SK 2-3611

Mon. thru Thurs. & Sun
10A.M. to 12 P.M.
Friday and Saturday
10 A.M. to 1:30 A.M.

568

Name
Address
City

AIF

State_
Tacoma
Lakewood
Olympi
4427 - 6th Ave. 108th S,idg.po,t Way 2203 Pacific

I

Zip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
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Our Man Hoppe

Poetry Press
Holds Contest

Peace Bombs

The National Poetry Press has
announced its spring competition,
with the winning entries to be
printed in the College Students'
Poetry Anthology.
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by college students is April lO f 1968.
Any student attending either junior or senior college is eligible
to submit his verse. There is
no limitation as to form or theme.
Each poem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet, and
must bear the name and home
address of the student, and the
college address as well.
Manuscripts should be sent to:
Office of the Press, National Poetry Press, 3210 Selby Avenue,
Los Angeles, California 90034.

(Distributed by Chronicle Features Syndicate)
By Arthur Hoppe
"Yipee!" cried Private Oliver Drab, 378-18-4454, in a rare burst
of enthusiasm. "That's the greatest news I ever heard."
•"Now what, Drab," asked Captain Buck Ace, looking up from his
dispatches with a scowl.
"It's been a pleasure serving with you, sir," said Private Drab,
extending his hand with a serious frown. "If I ever got to fight
another war, God forbid, I hope to bump into you again. Well, good
luck, sir, and goodby."
"Are you tucking tail and running from this one, Drab?"
"Me, sir? I wouldn't think of doing that now. I mean now that
we won."
"Won? Won what?"
"Why, won the war, sir. Haven't you heard? Hanoi says if we
stop bombing them, they'll negotiate. Frankly, I never thought
they'd nuckle under. But I'm glad to be proved wrong."
"What makes you think this war's over, soldier?"
"Gosh, sir, we said all along the only reason we were bombing
them was to 1)0mb them to the peace table. And now we've bombed
them there. So I guess that's that. I was glad to do my part, sir,
and so long."

*

*

*

"Hold it, Drab," said Captain Ace irritably. "Hanoi made that
offer more than two weeks ago and the war's still going on. Hear
that mortar fire out there?"
"1 guess they haven't got the word yet, either," said Private Drab.
And, cupping his hands, he shouted out into the jungle, "Hey, knock
it off! You guys lost." The only reply was a burst of small arms fire.
"See, Drab? We haven't accepted their offer. In fact, no direct
communication with Hanoi has been announced."
"Oh. Well, maybe the President got a busy signal. Or he forgot
to call back. Or maybe he lost the number. I'm always doing that.
But I sure hope he doesn't let it slip his mind."
"It isn't that, soldier," said Captain Ace in his best, fatherly
tone. "You see, we now say Hanoi has to be willing to negotiate a durable peace."
"Oh. It's got to be durable now?"
"And we can't stop bombing them because they'd use the pause
to build up their supplies. And that would give them an unfair
advantage."
"You mean because they don't bomb us?"
"So you see, now that we've bombed them to the peace table,
we've got to keep bomhipg them to show that when we talk peace,
we mean it. So hang in there, son, and keep fighting."
"If you say so, sir," said Private Drab grumly. "But to tell the
truth, when it comes to fighting some guy I've already licked, my
heart just isn't it."
"I don't give a damn where your heart is, Drab!" snapped Captain Ace. "Just you get your rifle butt on the firing line."

*

*

*

A new book on the market is
THE LIVERPOOL SCENE,
(Doubleday), edited by Edward
Lucie-Smith and dedicated "To
the Beatles without whom &c." It
might more specifically have been
dedicated to John Lennon's "In
His Own Write" or "A Spaniard
in the Works." Wacky whimsy
characterizes some of the young
poets included in this volume. A
digestible seriousness characteiizes others.

Friendship on Internat. Scene
By Bruce MacArthur
I would like you to meet the
International Club. Most of you
have heard of us before, but some
of you are new at UPS and some
of you have not yet heard of us.
The International Club consists
of the foreign students at UPS
AND those Americans who are
interested in meeting and working
with the foreign students.
UPS students come, literally
from around the world. There are
some 22 countries represented on
the UPS campus. Some are in
Africa; some are in Europe; some
are in the Orient; some in the
Americas. There are around 50
or 55 students in the International
Club. They all speak excellent
English. They are good students
- some are outstanding. All are
interesting.
What does the International
Club do? We have regular meetings on Monday noons in room
9 of the SUB. We have lunch and
discuss other meetings and chat
with each other. We have parties.
Early in the year we had a Japanese party put on by our 5 students from Japan. Recently we
1 German, 2 Dutchmen, and 3
Americans who have been to Germany for parts of their lives. We
are planning an Arabian partyand who all will work on this is
anybody's guess.

Are You Particular?
W.!!, you should be most pørticular when you

take just a mmute from basketball, wrestling
and boxing . . -

/

I /
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Surprise her with elegant hose.
They're

all

here

and

we

beautifully gift wrap
FREE.

Apparel
Where Fashion is always First
3815 No. 26th

Planning for College? ?
Tough tests ahead
Meet them head-on with New, 2nd revised and
enlarged edition of the best-seller

& NOBLE

..l.ct the druggist you want to compound on.

March 2 and June 1
by Louis K. Wechsler
Mann Slum
Sidney Friedman

WE CARE
• . . . About your family'. houlthl

400 PP.

• . . . About your drug dollar!
• . . . About "our conv.ni.ncgI
-

About your patronag.!
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,aOhe, 000go. you 'oay be gebly su,p,u.d
blro,, ofo,,h.,ge
You,,,,00,f.d l,o
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Also offers and up-to-date list of four-year colleges requiring entrance examina)ions. Indispensable guide for students taking

o jo,', u'ord oroj,

W. Off.r Truly Prof.ssienal S.rvic.:
• Fully qo.I,f,.d Ph,,oaC,,fs
• Up ,o da,, ,fo,,o.ho,, 00 0000 pyoduc,,
• Co,opletely stcck,d p,nc,,ptioo dep.,t,00,t
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"COlds HIALCH CINTU"

WAHLGREN'S
Proctor Pharmacy & Earl Acker Gifts
3818 North 26th

$2.50 paper

Incorporates the latest practices in secondary-school curricula and
college-entrance examinations. Offers challenging and difficult test
materials combined wth crystal-clear teacher-explanations of content
and method.

Many practice exercises, self.tests, study suggestions to help
students meet the demands of the latest testing procedures of nationally administered
college-entrance exams in verbal and mathematical aptitude (including elements of
"new math"), English, social studies, foreign languages (with new section on Russian
and Hebrew), mathematics, and the physical and biological sciences.

• Coo,pl,e coof,deooe ,, phy,,c,a,,s ad pa,00s

MA 7-0127

If you men will

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS

A choice bit from Mark Twain:
"To be good usually means to
be lonely."

205 No. Yakima

What Am I Doing
On The Sports Page?

I'd

THIS IS NO liME TO EXP9IMEI(T)

•Eth,c.l.odp,of.,,O.w,,00,

Fine Florists
WE DELIVER

Is that all? Not really. If you
have never visited the International Club, you can't really imagine what it is like. It is one of
the few places where you can hear
a mixture of so many accents
speaking the same language,
working together, having fun. It
is different from the conflict and
war which affect so much of our
lives. It isn't really an escape
either. It is a hope for the future. It is friendship on an international scale. It is a trip around
the world without the cost. It's
something more to every individual, so I invite you to visit with
us - Mondays at noon in SUB 9.

Ii nd so (Tcr,-mnn nsorf -,y nisonnarl )-,,

"Sometimes I wonder what we've got to do to win this war,"
Private Drab said later to his friend, Corporal Partz, as they crouched
in a water-filled bomb crater.
"Ours not to reason why, Oliver," said Corporal Partz, ducking
as a sniper bullet whined overhead. "Ours to keel) our fool heads
down."

Wacky Whimsey in
'Liverpool Scene'

At the International Club German party, February 5 are: Obame
Simon, Dr. Tomlinson, Shun Iwasaki, Sheila Keil (standing);
Jan Brogg, Etani Al Tailje, Mary Longland, Joyce Bailey, and
Aziz Audeh (seated).

SK 2-3511
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Preliminary Scholastic Aptiutde Test
Regular Scholastic Aptitude Test
Achievement Tests
American College Testing Examinations
Cooperative Tests in All Sub)ects
High School Equivalency Tests
U.S. Armed Forces Institute of General Education Development
Entrance, Orientation, and Placement Examination Given by Many Colleges
Iowa High School Content Examinations
Ohio State University Psychological Test
The Writing Sample
Competitive Examinations for Scholarships (such as those offered by the
N.Y. State Board of Regents and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation)
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City College Title
At Stake Tuesday, 8 p.m.
Portland

State

and

Pacific

Lutheran, probably the two teams
which

Logger basketeers

would

like "most to beat," provide the
opposition as UPS concludes its
1967-68

hoop

season

Tuesday

night.
The Loggers meet PLU in the
Fieldhouse at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
the deciding game of Tacoma's
crosstown athletic rivalry after
tangling with highly-favored Portland State in Portland tonight.
UPS hasn't won the cit y collegiate championship from PLU
since 19b,3, when Logger coach
Russ Wilkerson was team captain, and the desire to win over
the Lutes will be heightened by
those 15 straight seasons of disappointment.
,

- .. -

Puget Power—Argie Rhymes (53) goes high to rebound as
the Loggers snapped a losing streag against Pomona College
last week. UPS won 1 10-87. Logger John Smith looks on
at left and Terry Hammond at the right. Pomona's Doug
Covey (42) and Ron Karlson (32) stand by helplessly.

Loggers Meet Portland State
In Important Game for Vikings
Puget Sound's basketball team
will meet Portland State in Portland, tonight and then return
home next Tuesday to finish their
season against archrival Pacific
Lutheran.
Against PLU, the Loggers hope
to break the Lutes four year
reign as Tacoma's top college
basketball team. The teams have
split in their two previous meetings this year, PLU winning the
season's opener 81-76, and UPS
bouncing back to claim a 101-90
victory in the finals of the Daffodil Classic.
The Loerers (now 9-13) were
assured of their third straight
losing season when they fell to
a 92-75 defeat at the hands of
Seattle Pacific. The Falcons then
went on to shade Portland State
(67-64) last Saturday to practically assure them of a NCAA
District I playoff berth. A Logger win tonight would remove all
doubt.
Portland State, however, must
be labeled as the favorite. The
Vikings earlier edged UPS 74-73
in a game that saw an eight
gam. Puget Sound winning streak
snapped and a frustrating 11
game losing skein begin.
Also, the game will be played
in Portland, where State has lost
just once in the last two years.
In next Tuesday's game, PLU
Coach Gene Lundgaard probably
will start high scoring Dennis
Bucholz and Leroy Sinnes at forwards, 6-6 Al Kollar at center,
and Tim Meeks and quick handed Rick Ancheta at guards. Bucholz, a 15 to 20 foot jump shot

specialist, and Kollar, who works
effectively with a variety of short
hook shots and turn around jumpers, caused the Loggers fits in the
earlier games.
If this contest follows the pattern of the season, UPS will rely
on the scoring of their three hot
shooting transfers
John Smith
(19-8 ppg), Argie Rhymes (19.3)
and Dave Lindstrom (16.5).
Action will begin when the two
schools' freshman teams tangle
at 6 p.m., with the varsity game
to follow at 8.

AVFER THE GAME
AVFER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

-

PLU won the opening game of
the season from the Loggers, 8176, at Parkland, but Puget Sound
came back to claim the Daffodil
Classic title at UPS one week
later with a 101-90 verdict. Argie
Rhymes failed to score a field
goal in the opener but raced away
from PLU defenders for 38 points
in the return match.
Incentive also will he on the
side of the Loggers in Portland
tonight. It was Portland State
which captured that heartbreaking 74-73 decision to send UPS
reeling to 10 straight defeats beginning January 10 and ending
February 9.
The Loggers never did recover
from that loss which saw UPS
erase a 17-point PSC lead in
the final minutes to move in from
73-70 with 30 seconds remaining,
only to lose on a foul with six
seconds left.

ANNOUNCING FOR INDEPENDENT TRAVEL

Group Departures to Europe

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

Although UPS cannot possibly
finish the season with a winning
record, the Loggers are hopeful
of completing their season on a
winning note. Improvement over
the 1966-67 campaign already has
been evident and the Loggers
couk win twice as many games
this year as they did last with any
degree of success in their final
two contests.
John Smith and Argie Rhymes
continue to lead all UPS scorers
with averages of better than 19
points per game and guard Dave
Lindstrom has averaged 16.4 per
contest.

H. D. Baker Co.
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
BR 2-3226

Rent—$6 mo.—Buy

TED'S
OIL SERVICE
At,tomatic Fill - Courteous Service
Budget Terms - Credit on Approval
Complete Automotive Service and
Car Repairs
6th Ave. and Unioh

SK 94502

INTERVIEWS for:

This Program is designed to develop young college
graduates for careers in life insurance sales and
sales management. It provides an initial training
period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home
Office School) before moving into full sales work.

UPS Students, Faculty, Alumni and Families

Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.

round trip

Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for those accepted.

for

$358.00

$396.00

(30 days into London)

(56 days into Copenhagen)

Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

JACK K. BANNON

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE

General Agent

Contact
Ann Morgan
K 9-3521. ext. 359

or

Collect to Seattle
MA 3-8243

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY. HARTFORD
The Blue Chip Company • Since 1846

.

.

Specializing in
Steaks
Seafood
Cocktails

*

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-421 1
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Diamond Squad
Hopes To Reach
NCAA Nationals

Cindermen Start
1968 Season
Track looks to be a vastly im-

The recent sunshine has promp-

proved program this year with

ted early appearances for Logger

several fine freshthen performers

baseball and track enthusiasts.

listed among the candidates for

Coach Jack McGee's diamond

varsity positions.

squad which won 27 and lost
only four last year is turning out
daily on Burns Field and new
coach Dave Bottemiller has his

The Theodore Roosevelt National Park, near Medora. North
Dakota, contains over 69.000 acres
of Badlands.

track men on a workout schedule
of their own at Baker Stadium.
Bottemiller, who was a stand-

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

ot track and football performer
at Pacific Lutheran during his
collegiate days, has called for a
meeting of all track candidates at
3:30 Friday in the Fielcihouse.
McGee's batsmen are blessed

"Especially for
YOU!"

with almost every single performer from last year's great team
which finished second in the

6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

NCAA Pacific Coast regionals
and compiled the best won-lost
record in UPS history.
The NCAA has added a college division national tournament

Watch and Jewelry Repair

to its calendar of events this year
and the Loggers are making no

GUARANTEED

secret of their hopes to attain
Freshman Dave Voss from Wilson Highs state cNarnpionship swimming team in Tacoma
is this week's featured athlete. He broke the school record twice in the 500 yard free-

a midwest trip to the national

style last week with a 5:26.5 clocking against Central Washington and Gonzaga and a

pitching star Rich Hand (8-0 last

5:19.4 mark the next day against Idaho. Voss also set pool and varsity records in the
200 free-style with a 1:53.1 standard.

year) and a bevy of top hitters

finals this season. All-America
BR 2-3063

cast the Loggers in a favored position among Northwest teams.

Tankers to Complete Dual Meets
Saturday. at Simon Fraser, B.C.
Puget Sound swimmers handed

the conquest of Idaho. The Log-

Gonzaga and the University of
Idaho defeats but bowed to a

with KTNT-TV cameras carry-

powerful Central Washington
squad last week to compile a
12-3 season record. The Loggers

gers thrashed the Vandals 65-38
ing the action throughout the
Puget Sound area.
Freshman sprint specialists

finish dual meet competition this
weekend, swimming British Col-

Pete Hamilton, Dave Voss, and
Steve Kimberley starred for the

umbia today in Vancouver and
Simon Fraser tomorrow in Burnaby, B.C.

Loggers along with Doug Ewen

Simon Fraser, which holds several wins over major colleges including Washington State, will

Voss had a time of 5:19.4 in the
500 freestyle and 1:53.1 in the
200 freestyle events, both new
varsity marks, and Hamilton
churned the 200 in a 1:54.1 pool
record.
The Loggers topped Gonzaga
69-44 but Central Washington
thumped the Puget Sounders 7439 in other weekend action.

who tied a school record in the

Free Pick-Up and
Delivery at Dorms

individual medley with a 2:12.4
clocking.

IN at 9:00
Out at 5:00

Voss broke two school records
and Hamilton set a pooi standard
while Kimberely, turning in his

Provide UPS with its toughest
opposition of the season.

best performance of the year

Coach Don Duncan's freshman-

against Idaho, won both the 50

dominated squad splashed to its
"sweetest" victory of the year in

freestyle and 200 yard butterfly
events.

Are You
Ready
for Fun?

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

'

It's

c:

Bowling!
AM I READY TO

Howell's
"The Finest in Athletic
Equipment"
922 Commerce
FU 3-2653

-

BOWL THIS SEASON'

Sporting Goods, Inc.
)4Ti

* New
Bail?

* New
Bog?

FUN FOR
EVERYONE

*

Fa rley's
Flowers
"a good place to buy"

MODERN
CLEANERS

f.

1620 - 6th Ave.

MA 7-7161

Practiced?

,.f1j'

-

* New
Shoes?

* Seen
Your
Sponsor?

* Talked to Your Friends
about Bowling?

Come and See Us

TOWER. LANES
6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583
HOURS 9 A.M. - 1 AM.

TRAIL
Winter Brings

Publications

"White" Snow

JOHNSON - COX CO.

Want Ads Bring

Compositors Printers Lithographers
726

Pacific

Ave E BR 2-2238

"Green" Cash
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Berkeley Source
For Grad Students

Bock Pleased With High Grades

109 Students Make Dean's List
Dr. Robert H. Bock, Dean of
the University, announced that
109 students have been included
on the Dean's List for fall semester, 1967-68. The Dean's. List is
comprised of the top five per cent
scholastically of all students who
were registered at the Univer-

Thomas Reppun, Linda Snyder, lefson, Paul G. Dennis, Sandra
Julie Ann Wieland, Mary P. Al- Shipps, Virginia Burdick, Thomlen, Gary A. Carlington, Beverly as J. Felnagle, Lester D. Sousley,
A. Cheesman, William A. Daugh- Dennis W. Bakke, Rebecca
erty, Stephen Kneeshaw, Lynne Barnes, Michael Citrak, Robin J.
Mensink, Donna Morgan, Nor- Davis, Donald J. Eatock, Joyce L.
man Skinrood, Sharon Wells, Fry, Alice A. Glenn, Giacomo
Deanne Coop, Sherryl M. Feek, Tacuzzi, Susan Snyder and SteMargaret L. Rempel, Nicola Tol- phen S. Todd.

I

STAMP IT! II
IT'S THE RAGE

WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
University of California at Berkeley was the leading source of
undergraduates who go on to earn
doctoral degrees in the six years
between 1960 and 1966, according to a report recently published
by the National Academy of

Qu
~~!

Send check or money order.

Sciences.

incomplete grades.

List. Fifty-seven out of the 109
students had a 4.0, or perfect,
grade point for the semester.
Dean Bock expressed his surprise that so many students received high grades: "I was very
pleased at the number of 4.0 averages this semester; over half of
the students on the list received
all A's. And since the cut-off
point of a 3.75 minimum grade
point was almost exactly at the
five per cent mark, I feel that
the general average for the list
was considerably higher than in
previous semesters."
4.0 Students
In alphabetical order the 4.0
students are as follows: Veronica
Agee, Thomas H. Aibright, Sharon A. Bell, Cheryl Brown, James
C. Bunker, Faith Claypool, Carole
V. Coe, Linda Collins, James A.
Cooke, Robert Countryman, Chris
H. Cramer, Ruth Eleanore DcCann, Edith Delzell, Nancy J.
Doolittle, Margaret Fiske, Karen
Greiffenberg, Robert F. flames,
Jan Halgren, Mary B. Hancock,
Gail Hardman, Bette Jo Hay,
Paula Hitchcock, Deborah W.
Howe, David L. Johnson, Janice
Johnson, Diana Kingsley, Gloria
Kirihara, Michael E. Lamka,
Jeannine I. Lockert, Janna Lowrey, Elsie Luettgen, Aileen McClurg, George A. McDonald,
Christine MacLennan, Thomas
M. Mason, Joan Namkoong,
Sheryl Normille, Pamela S. Peel,
Betty J. Perryman, Gail A. Plee,
Linda J. Ring, Diana Rippeon,
Harry G. Rittenhouse, Marie E.
Roistad, John Rosenthal, Karen
Sarna, Diane Schmidt, Philip L.
Schneider, Betty L. Sechrist,
Leonard K. Stalker, Donald Setffens, Linda J. Taplin, Phyllis Tellan, Ardys Torrey, Barbara Van
Buskirk. Karen Wayenberg and
Suzie K. Yamamoto.
Also in Top Five
Other students in the top five
per cent are listed according to
grade point averages: John E.
Hitt, Suzanne Anderson, Ellen
Cummings, Douglas Holloway,
Sharon Furutani, Joyce Sewell,
Billie Kratochvil, Normandie
Holt, George 0. Lamb, Sandra L.
Potts, Janet Shull, Kerby Gault,
Ruth Keller, Patricia L. Raught,
Stephanie Pepelnjak, Virginia H.
Soule, Linda Zaferin, Carolyn
Boyd, Gregg F. Reiter, James
Wm. Lindsay, Bruce D. Melin,

Performance
dropwin
r

Punching a Super Bee is like dropping a bowling ball down an elevator shaft. It starts rather
suddenly and improves from there. Owning a Super Bee is discovering that Piper-Heidsieck
is selling at beer prices. Let's face it. When you put a hot cammed 383 V8 in a light coupe body,
hang all the good stuff underneath, and price it below anything as quick, something's got to
happen. The good stuff is listed below. The kicks are waiting at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.
Let it happen to you.
• POWER PLANT: Standard: 383 CID V8. Carb: 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10:0. Horsepower: 335 at 5200 RPM. Torque:
425 lbs-ft. at 3400 RPM. Air cleaner: unsilenced, both standard and optional V8. Optional: Hemi 426 CID V8. Hemispherical combustion chambers. Carb: dual, 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10.25:1. Horsepower: 425 at 5000 RPM. Torque:
490 lbs-ft. at 4000 RPM.
• TRANSMISSION: Standard: Four-speed full synchromesh manual. Floor-mounted shift.
Optional: TorqueFlite automatic three-speed. Column-mounted shift.
• SUSPENSION: Heavy-duty springs and shocks, all four wheels. .94-inch dia. sway bar standard.
U BRAKES: Heavy-duty standard on all four wheels. il-inch drums, cast iron. Shoes: Front discs optional. Self-adjusting
Bendix type.
• ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: High-performance axle package consisting of 3.55 axle ratio with Sure Grip. High-capacity
radiator, 7-blade slip-drive fan with shroud.
• INSTRUMENTATION AND APPOINTMENTS: Padded Rallye - type dash
standard, matte black, includes circular speedometer, oil and temperature
gauges, electric clock. Matching tach optional. Matte black grille, power hood,
Red Line wide-tread tires, seat belts, front shoulder belts, carpeting, foam
seats, bumblebee striping and special ornamentation standard. Vinyl roof
optional.
FILL OUT AND MLTO

.)I

Hughes-Hatcher-Suftrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.

-

Enclosed isa check or money order (made payable to Hughes._.... to cover cost of
Hatcher - Suffrin) for .._

s, I

jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes:
M, L, XL,XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)

Name

DodgL2

I

CHRYSLER I
MOTORS CORPORATiON

I
I
L

I

Size

-.

Address
City
Offer good only

Zip

State
in

conlinenlal U.S.A.

-------------

-----
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P

NEW DODGE CORONET "SUPER BEE"
Scat Pack performance at a new low price.

i1t -tty..

-

-

$

Be

sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guarant..d
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Boo 18623 Lenox Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

ter, who carried 12 or more credit hours and who received no

average or above made the Dean's

MOD EL

3 LINEANY
TEXT 2
The finest INDESUIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. 2/2" a 2".

sity of Puget Sound last serves-

This semester, those students
who achieved a 3.75 grade point
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By Laura Buford
University Chapel was challenged in an intriguing way on
Thursday, Feb. 15. Mr. Charles
Wells, editor of the Between the
Lines newspaper, addressed the
university community regarding
a concern for America's awareness of other peoples of the world.
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New

Colloquia

Four new freshmen Honors Colloquia have been added to the
UPS Honors Program with the
coming of spring semester. Numbering from 12 to 13 in each
seminar, they are grouped under
the headings Humanities (advisor. Mrs. Ilona Herlinger), Inter-

A world traveler, who has been
in Vietnam and Russia several
times in the past few years, Wells
stated that America can find the
key to the Vietnam issue in the
spirit shown by the .Russian
youth. In the light of instant communications he stressed that
Americans must think of themselves primarily as citizens of the
world. Today very few areas of
the world are without transjster
radios, making old and new
countries important in contemporary economics and ideologies.
Americans will be tragically
(aught unaware if they do not
realize the developments of the
world's people, Wells stated.

Rep Trip, Lecturers
Part of Honors Pro
This year's Honors Program is
including a number of varied and
thought-provoking programs as
part of its schedule. Included in
this semester's agenda are various lectures, by faculty members
and guests, and cultural programs
such as trips to the Seattle Repertory Theater. Directing the program is Dr. Robert Albertson.
The coming agenda will include program notes by Prof.
Thomas Manning on Feb. 28 in
relation to the trip to the Seattle
Repertory ("The Father") on
March 6, a lecture by Arthur
Bestor, who is also the Brown
and Haley lecturer this spring,
and three programs during the
Literary Arts Festival: Dr. I. A.
Richards, noted Harvard literary
critic, Professor Jacquelin Martin of Pitzer College, and Professor Christof Wegelin of the University of Oregon. In addition,
another trip to the Seattle Repertory to see "You Can't Take It
With You" is planned, as well as
tentative programs put on by the
various colloquia.
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disciplinary (Mrs. Darlene Allen), Natural Science (Prof.
Frederick Slee), and Social
Science (Prof. Lyle Green). They
continue to seminar on Wednesday afternoons from 4 until 5: 10
p.m., then dine and participate in
the after-dinner program, sometimes with the rest of the colloquia. The new colloquia have been
formed from the University Scholars of the fall semester; the original 100 freshmen were reduced
to 50 through personal desires
and selection by the Senior Conveners.

Policy Change
One upcoming policy change
which may affect the number of
Honors students who continue in
the program is the awarding of
four semester hours of credit at
the end of the fourth semester of
participation.
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Through the citizens of this country the American government
must direct its efforts to a human concern for foreign populations, economics, and cultures,
not with an eye toward superceding Communist people, but
toward superceding Communist
ideology.

Stirring Example
One of Wells' most stirring accounts was his hearing a public
reading by one of Russia's great
young poets to which 6000 young
Russians came hours ahead of
time. These readings are weekly
occurrences, and the attendance
figures are constantly in the
thousands. The poets are hailed
by the youth as they speak of
the human spirit rising above the
Communist monolith. Russian
youth, said Wells, have the feeling for the human spirit that the
Vietnamese people have.
Another moving example of
Russian youths' spirit, according
to Wells, is Svetlana Alleluyeva,

OLIVER TAXI
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
11 Passenger Limosine For Charter

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED
112 So. 14th St.
Tacoma, Wash.

3- 1555

who as a young girl listened to
poetry readings and converted to
Christianity. He used Svetlana
as the Russian example of the
search for human spirit, again
stressing that America must be
aware of this movement.

H'lJ NGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

Try
PAT'S
North 21st and Oakes

Come and See Us
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Watts Writers
Read Their 'Stuff'
"People think more of their
In relation to the Watts riots,
blue chips these days than of ti ie members felt that the workhuman beings." "Black Picassos s] Etop was probably the most benelost in obscurity." "I'm scrubbing fi cial and self-perpetuating of any
to get your cobwebs out of my of the programs set up in 1965
mind, and I will succeed!"
arid later. The cultural approach
Such statements are only a t the destruction left by the riots
sampling of the emotions poured
'as felt to be more successful
out Wednesday evening, Febru- ti ian any of the economic or poary 14, when four members of Ii tical approaches. "We have
the Watts Writers Workshop ap- fc )und a brotherhood now, and
peared before audiences at 5:30 tI irough the workshop we hope to
and 7:30 p.m. on the University ir icrease the ties between blacks
of Puget Sound campus.
b:y expressing what we all have
The four poets who appeared, e: perienced and felt." To help
three Negroes and one white, rep- e ;tablish this bond in other cities
resent a group of 60 to 70 writers, ti e writers hope that independent
poets, artists, dramatists, and w orkshops will be set up in places
dancers from the Los Angeles si ich as San Bernadino, other
area. Organized after the destruc- p arts of Los Angeles, and pertive Watts riots in 1965, the group h aps in Seattle. "There's a reis open to anyone who cares to si iect for the written word now
come to Douglas House in Los a rid we hope to spread that reAngeles and read their "stuff." s iect."
The meetings of the Watts workEquality or . . . ?
shop are informal and "non-acaWhen asked if they were strivdemic," based on dialogue and
ing toward equality with the
constructive criticism.
whites or toward dominance, one

'Social Things'
Top priority in the art forms
brought to Douglas House concern "social things," and "what's
happening." As one member of
the workshop put it, "We know
what we want to say and we
know how we want to say
it.' Through reading their poetry and their dialogue with the
audience, the writers advocated
change by any means necessary.
When asked if they could be
called militants, one replied that
militant poetry is dominant in
the workshop but that divergent
ideology is welcome in any member's writing.
Believing that art form is inseparable from social.message, the
poets emphasized what they consider vital to their message. The
spirit of the black man emerging was a concept stressed over
and over again by the workshop
participants Wednesday night.
Their poetry warned whites
against narrow-mindedness: "You
suffer for the awakening of con
sciousness," "You would not understand the bugaboo in my
brain," and "It's Now, baby!"

Black Mythology
Another major concern of the
workshop is to establish a black
mythology that will give their
people something to identify with.
"We do not have a strong black
history," one member said, "and
we need to be able to look back
to people such as Malcolm X, H.
Rap Brown, and others as being
part of our listory."

Soie
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Acc utro n
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Negro replied: "I can't say what's
going to happen in the future, but
maybe you should be scared. If
you had been oppressed for hundreds of years and finally gained
freedom, what would you do?"
"TRAIN, TRAIN, RUNAWAY TRAIN SMASHING ALL
KNOWN DIMENSIONS."

'Do Your Thing'
Do your thing! Learn how to
teach the underprivileged to read
and write.
Epworth Methodist Church is
offering the Laubach Literary
Workshop March 16 and 17. An
$8.50 book fee is required. Call
GR 4-7451.
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POSTER EXHIBIT - Kittredge Gallery presents a poster display on loan from the San Francisco Art Institute.

J. Viahorich
Exhibit Here
Three different exhibits are
now being shown in Kittredge
Hall. The main exhibition being
presented from February 9-28
consists of works by John Vlahorich and Art Noveau posters.
Vlahorich's works consist of
oils, pastels, and pen and ink
drawings. He also presented some
works done in a new method
called fromage.
The posters on loan from the
San Francisco Art Institute are
primarily dance advertisements
intended for pedestrian consumption.
In the Hill Gallery, the revolving works of Abbey Williams Hill
are being presented, and Bachelor of Fine Arts students Susan
Crary and Flo Williams are
showing a selection of their works
in the small gallery adjacent to
the study room.
Kittredge Art Gallery is open
from 9-5 Monday and 1-4 Sunday.

1jc proctor 3oue 1ttaurant
DINE IN A FRIENDLY HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE
CLOSE TO UPS
SELECT FROM A COMPLETE MENU AT RLASONABLE PRIC[S
2514 North Proctor

SK 9-8665

A Professional Teacher in a
Professional District

Bigamy is the chess set: White
to move and mate with two.
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Eggs
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SHOP RITE
La Pore's 21st
& Alder

COLLEGE men & women
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting,
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you
for a position where you can make the most of your college
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited.
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning
Power to Your College Training."

KNAPP COLLEGE

TACOMA
WASH.

Telephone MA 7-2181 - Tenth & Pacific Ave.

CAMPUS APPAREL

SALE
Savings Up To

75%
dresses for all occasions
formals - coats - skirts
sportswear - pants - raincoats
sweaters - blouses - robes
juniors . .. jr. petites . . . misses

Teach in the Hueneme School District Where

Teachers and pupils are the most important people
Innovative and experimental programs are considered
Flexible teaching methods are expected
Professional growth and service are fostered
Placement Interviews May Be Scheduled on

FEBRUARY 29 —9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
HUENEME SCHOOL DISTRICT, Port Hueneme, California 93041

On the California Coast —65 Miles North of Los Angeles

You

ANN
VILLA PLAZA
Between Pay'n Save and Tiki
Open Friday and Monday Evenings 'til 9
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World-Wide Student Strike Planned
By HARVEY WASSERMAN
College Press Service
CHICAGO (CPS) - More than 900 student
activitists from the United States and Latin America have called for a world-wide student strike
"against the war in Vietnam and racism."
The students announced plans for the strike
during a conference here last weekend sponsored
by the Student Mobilization Committee, a New
York-based organization which helped plan largescale demonstrations in New York and California
last April 15 and the massive demonstration at the
Pentagon last Oct. 21.
The strike will be held Friday, April 26, in
the first of 10 days of concentrated anti-war activity scheduled from April 20 to April 30. The 10day period coincides with the "Ten Days to Shake
the Empire" program announced at a national
meeting of Students for a Democratic Society last
December.
The black caucus at the conference last weekend called its strike against "imperialism, racism,
and the draft."
The majority of students attending the conference strongly supported the strike, but there still
was some opposition. The opposition centered
largely around charges that the Student Mobilization Committee is a "manipulative, elitist organization without a broad-based constituency." Some
students also charged that the call for a world-wide
strike is a bad tactic because it does not stem from
nor does it contribute to building the grass roots
anti-war movement.
Chris Hobson, a member of the SDS chapter
at the University of Chicago, said the strike "would
isolate rather than build the anti-war movement
in that staying out of classes for a day 'against the

war' is far removed from the everyday lives and
decisions of the average student."
Hobson encouraged the students at the conference to "concentrate on local issues showing
how they are tied into the war and into the society
we live in, and in this way build the consciousness
of the movement. We don't need elite-sponsored
gimmicks that can so easily fail."
However, Renaldo Moute, a Latin American
student, said students in the United States must
strike "to demonstrate to the peoples of Latin
America, Asia, and Africa that there are those in
America who still have a conscience and who oppose the imperialist and racist policies perpetrated by the United States government all over
the world."
A motion to call of the strike and to dissolve
the Student Mobilization Committee was roundly
defeated.
Conference leaders indicated that local organizers should concentrate on local issues during the
10 days of activities in April, but that April 26th
should be primarily a day to strike against the war.
The Student Mobilization Committee plans to
distribute a general sheet of issues around which
local organizers can center their discussions. Some
of the issues suggested were demanding an end to
U. S. imperialism; self-determination for all the
people of the world, an end to campus complicity
with the war effort, and an end to the system of
conscription.
Attorney Arthur Kinoy, who spoke at the
conference, warned the students against "allowing
the government to put us on the defensive." He
added, "Our tactics of meeting repression head-on
are hurting them (members of the Johnson Administration), and they are scared, badly scared."

Financial Aid Forms
Due Now for Next Year
Students must submit the Parents' Confidential Statement—Re-

dents submitting applications after this date will be considered

newal Form or the Student Confidential Statement if they wish to
be considered for financial as-

for assistance when and if funds
become available. This deadline

sistance in the 1968-69 academic
year. Although we have tried to
reach
most of the students
through registration, individual

dents submitting Student Confidential Statements. (All forms
may be obtained from the Office
of Financial Aids, Jones Hall,
Room 108.)

contact and so forth, this notice
would assist many of those whom
we missed and will need assistance next year.
Students wishing to reinstate
their financial assistance for the
1968-69 academic year must comple'te the Parents' Confidential
Statement
Renewal Form and
submit it to the Office of Financial Aids by April 1, 1968. Stu-

is also applicable to married stu-

The appropriate form must be
on file to renew University of
Puget Sound Grants-In-Aid, Athletic Grants-In-Aid, National Defense Student Loans, Educational
Opportunity Grants, and College
Work-Study Grants. If there are
questions concerning renewal or
submission of an application for
financial aid, please inquire at the
Office of Financial Aids,

The
Red
Carriage
HOMETOWN
BLUES
BAND
featuring Terry Gunnar
Held Over by Request

Va

Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 50
Commercial 3 lines $1.00
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial 5K 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker
Tn RPNT

Room for Rent
Needed: Girl to share room
with UPS senior. Refrig., hot
plate available. One block from
UPS. SK 2-6327.
1?lt,fDT vvTI?y%jm
Help Wanted
RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR
STUDENTS. Interviews will
be held by R. A. Michajla, Division Manager for the Great
Books of the Western World
(division of Encyclopaedia Britannica) to hire two campus
representatives for an unique

For Posters
Buttons
Beads
Items

31850.11th St.
Tacoma
MA 74342

two doo,s up from old Bon Marche

Drop in Tonight at "THE OFFICE"
The Pizza is Worth the Trip

Sigma Chi
Candidates
Announced
The men of Sigma Chi announced their candidates for Sigma
Chi Sweetheart. The candidates
include: Marsha Nelson (Alpha
Phi) Karen Reeder (Chi Omega),
Ruth Egstad (Delta Delta Delta),
Bev Ulrich (Kappa Alpha Theta), Libby Scharf (Kappa Kappa
Gamma), Cathy Fuller (Gamma
Phi Beta), Chris Coleman (Pi
Beta Phi), and Sue Williamson
(Independent Women). The new
sweetheart will be announced at
he Sweetheart Ball, March 9:

part-time opportunity. Will not
conflict with study time.
Persons hired can expect to
earn $250 to $300 per month
minimum in spare time, calling
on people that have written to
us inquiring about our program,
prices, etc. No canvassing involved.
To qualify you must be ambitious and desirous of a substantial income. For interview appointment call or write Great
Books of the Western World,
2366 Eastlake East, Suite 227,
Seattle, Wash. 98102.
MISCELLANEOUS

4_
1

Open Daily
4:30-1:30

Sunday 2:00

9:30

PARKING
AVAILABLE

-

L

I,
3410 North Proctor

Delta Delta Delta: Anne Donahue announced her engagement
to Gary Miller on Monday, December 8.
Chi Omega: Kathy Harris announced her engagement to Larry
Claybourne on Monday, February 13. Patty Mason announced
her engagement to Jim Leggett.

-

SK 2-6262
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band sound in the Northwest making
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TACT Enlists Aid
Of UPS Students

TACT-FULLY SPEAKING. Anita Babbs, 10, a McCarver "tutee" tells her instructor Ann Morgan, UPS sophomore, a
special secret. She got an 'A' in a formerly failing subject.
Sharon Preston, 10, and her tutor Linda Taplin, also a UPS
soph, share the good news.

A&L Guest, Philip Hanson
Presents History in New Light
Last Saturday evening, February 17, the Artists and Lectures
Series presented a squeaky chair, a table, and a most amazing man.
Or perhaps it would be better to say 'men,' for Philip Hanson certainly presented to the meager audience in Jones auditorium more
men than himself.
Although hilled as a story-teller, his purpose as stated was to
"look at literature as written by living men and women ... not to
please or to grade," but "to get the words out and look at these
people." His attempt to realize outstanding American figures as
people and not merely as a printed page was more than successful.
A standing ovation at the conclusion of Mr. Hanson's presentation
illustrated that those in the audience previously looking at history
in context with bad medicine, will now consider it endurable, if not
a delightful treat.
The performance, entitled "THE REBELS," was a collection
of speeches and anecdotes assembled from pre-revolutionary times
in America through the Civil War and early nineteen hundreds.
Mr. Hanson relived each piece of literature, and chameleon-like,
transformed himself into each character with new visages, articulations, and gestures. There was little doubt that it was really John
Adams on the stage pleading, "While I live, let me have a country,
and lot that country be a free country," or Thomas Jefferson composing the Declaration of Independence. The rocking boat and bursting
of bombs could almost be visualized as Hanson said most eloquently
in the person of Frances Scott Keyes, "Oh, say can you see
Some of the most moving speeches performed were those of William
Pitt, John Adams, and William Lloyd Garrison.
Philip Hanson didn't neglect the feminine rebels or the humorous side of our Founding Fathers, although he did address those
in the audience who were clad in skirts, "Ladies, we know actions
speak louder than words!" And Carrie Nation would have been
proud of the way he demonstrated her techniques of ridding the
country of demon rum!
The presentation was concluded by a moving portrayal of Patrick Henry. Was it the American Revolution or Philip Hanson Mr.
Henry was referring to when he said, "The battle is not alone to the
strong, but to the vigilant and brave," for this classic actor is more
than a walking history; he is a living patriot.
Wednesday night's musical selections for campus radio station
KUOW was most appropriateit was Handel's "Israel in Egypt."

Tactfully speaking, if you've
got a Thursday night date on the
UPS campus, there's a chance
you might be going steady with
TACT. If not now... then maybe next semester.
TACT is the abbreviated designation for Tacoma Area Child
Tutoring and currently there are
about 350 college men and women enlisted in the program, many
from UPS.
TACT spends three nights a
week at six classrooms in the
Tacoma area tutoring students
from the elementary schools. And
according to school officials, they
are doing a job of measurable
importance. The project, operating for only six months under a
grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity, has cut failures and drop-outs in the grade
schools by a significant percentage.
Roger Smith, director of TACT,
says his recruitment program will
need 500 tutors next semester to
keep pace with the growing list of
elementary enrollees. TACT operates on a basis of "one tutor
to one tutee" and there are more
than 175 grade schoolers waiting
in the wings.
Smith is assisted by Perry Newell and Sharon Williams, coordinators for the TACT project
which is a unit of the TacomaPierce County Opportunity & Development Inc. (ODI). The program has received high praise
from Sargent Shriver, director of
OEO.
Steve Heynes, president of
ASSIST—the campus organization which coordinates the activities of TACT, is assisted in the
recruitment services by John
Wingfield.
Last Thursday, promptly at
6:15 p.m. the regular Thursday
night UPS TACT bus took off
for Stanley elementary school,
McCarver Junior High and Lister School in the Salishan area.
Aboard was a TACT photographer who documented some of the

students on their Thursday night
date.
What he recorded was a pretty
heart-warming series: dedicated
young men and women helping
equally dedicated volunteer grade
schoolers with those all-important
3-Rs.
But you must understand that
TACT is designed to be much
more than an evening "study
hall". The one tutor to one tutee
basis allows a personal one to one
sharing relationship with one
child. Only when this relationship exists can you really help
the people of deprived "status"
to advance. The 175 children that
are waiting have asked for help,
are you going to deprive yourself
of this excellent opportunity and
those children of the help they
have asked for?
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